Topair

Natural grass needs oxygen, hence you are required to aerate your pitch. At the same time, you want to have a levelled
sports pitch and recover the pitch to excellent conditions. With the Topair you can combine all these operations. The
Topair has been developed from the ambition to push towards a sustainable turf care and maintenance market. As
a family-owned company we value sustainable entrepreneurship and management. Also, because we want to pass
on a sustainable company to the next generation. Therefore, we produce our machines energy neutral, in the most
sustainable industrial site of the Netherlands.

Since you can hydraulically adjust the pressure roller, you
can execute both operations separately or you can aerate
and level at the same time. The combination of operations
contributes to the reduction of the CO2 emissions, and
benefit the transition towards chemical free management
of your grass.

With the Topair you are in possession of a robust and
reliable machine. De Evolvente® blades, that are assembled
on the rotor inside, are developed by GKB in a such a way,
so that they minimize the prying effect in the upper layer.
As a result, the surface layer will stay plain. Furthermore,
the specific shape and design of the blades, ensure that
there is minimal friction between the blades and the pitch,
which will reduce the power usage. The operating speed
is thereby around 10 km/h.
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Topair

Specifications:
Type

TA120

TA160

TA200

TA240

Working width

120 cm / 48 ‘‘

160 cm / 63 ‘‘

200 cm / 79 ”

240 cm / 94 ”

Working depth

0 - 16 cm / 0 - 6 ‘‘

0 - 16 cm / 0 - 6 ‘‘

0 - 16 cm / 0 - 6 ‘‘

0 - 16 cm / 0 - 6 ‘‘

Dimensions (l x w x h)

160 x 140 x 100 cm
63 x 56 x 40 ‘‘

160 x 180 x 100 cm
61 x 71 x 39 ‘‘

160 x 220 x 100 cm
63 x 87 x 39 ‘‘

160 x 260 x 100 cm
63 x 102 x 39 ‘‘

Weight ( +water)

520 kg (+180 kg)
1150 lbs (+397 lbs)

650 kg (+230 kg) /
1435 lbs (+500 lbs)

760 kg (+300 kg) /
1675 lbs (+665 lbs)

870 kg (+400 kg) /
1920 lbs (+885 lbs)

> 30 hp

> 40 hp

> 50 hp

> 60 hp

Three-point hitch
cat. II

Three-point hitch
cat. II

Three-point hitch
cat. II

Three-point hitch
cat. II

Power requirement
Linkage
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